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TELEPATHIC TRANSLATION OF THE STONES
OF ICA; DICTATED BY THE DIVINE FATHER
JEHOVAH; THE STONES OF ICA REPRESENT
A VERY REMOTE CIVILIZATION, SUBSEQUENT
TO THE CIVILIZATION OF ATLANTIS; THIS
CIVILIZATION RECEIVED ONE THIRD OF THE
KNOWLEDGE OF THE PEOPLE FROM ATLANTIS;
THEY CALLED THEMSELVES THE ONES WHO
CAME FROM THE YELLOW PLANET; AN
ALREADY DISAPPEARED PLANET; THE REIGN
OF THESE GALACTIC CREATURES COVERED A
PERIOD OF 8 000 OLD YEARS; AN OLD YEAR
WAS EQUIVALENT TO FOUR OF THE PRESENT
ONES; FOR IN THOSE TIMES EVERYTHING
WAS GIGANTIC, INCLUDING TIME; ONE DAY
AND ONE NIGHT WERE EQUIVALENT TO FOUR;
THESE CREATURES ARE NOT FROM ADAM
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AND EVE’S ROOT; FOR NO COUPLE OF THE
CREATION IS UNIQUE; THERE IS EVERYTHING
IN THE FATHER’S VINEYARD; NEVERTHELESS,
ADAM AND EVE CONTINUE BEING THE FIRST
PARENTS OF THE HUMAN GENDER; ONE HAS
TO DISTINGUISH BETWEEN WHAT IS OF THE
EARTH AND WHAT CAME OUT OF THE EARTH;
JUST AS ADAM AND EVE ARE THE CAUSE OF
THIS HUMANITY, THE CREATURES WHO HAVE
VISITED THE EARTH ARE CAUSES WHICH CAME
OUT OF OTHER CAUSES OF THE THINKING
EXPANSIVE UNIVERSE; FOR WHAT IS OF UP
ABOVE IS THE SAME AS DOWN BELOW; JUST
LIKE THIS HUMANITY THAT TRIES TO REACH
REMOTE PLANETS, OTHER CREATURES DID
THE SAME; THE EARTH ON WHICH WE ARE
STANDING HAS GOT AS MANY CENTURIES OF
ANTIQUITY AS MOLECULES SHE HAS; THAT IS
WHY NO SCIENTIST OF THE WORLD HAS BEEN
ABLE TO CALCULATE THE AGE OF THE EARTH;
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FOR THE NUMBER ESCAPES THE HUMAN
MENTAL POWER.The civilization of those who came from the

Yellow planet were creatures of two sizes;
those who continued multiplying on Earth
were giants; the first ones who arrived were

short; the giants were as tall as eight meters;
the short ones one meter twenty; these crea-

tures had big eyes and their faces were very

similar; something like a great family of
twins; they arrived in flying saucers; when
they arrived, they knew about the catastro-

phe of the people from Atlantis already; for
in the solar television of these celestial ves-

sels they saw the destruction of Atlantis; this
happened while they were coming on a jour-

ney to the Earth; the people from Atlantis
had also come out of the Yellow planet; both

civilizations came out of a same planetary
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trunk; although between them there was a

time of 33, 000 000 years of difference; the

people from Atlantis were more primitive;
the latter ones were the last generations of
the Yellow planet; a planet in a state of old

age and about to disappear soon; those who

came from the Yellow planet were great wise
men; they had marvelous faculties to work

on matter; they were prophets who read the

future of everything planetary; they knew
that they were going to leave the Earth; and

by knowing it, they left the best of their
science carved in stones; they knew that the

carved stones would be studied by the human
gender, among other civilizations; in the car-

ving of the stones participated 300 carvers;

many stones are found under the sea; these
shall appear when the Solar First-born Son

opens the water of the oceans; it is written

that everything occult shall see the light;
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many of these very remote civilizations shall
be resurrected from dust in the year 2001;
this civilization knew about the cosmos infi-

nitely more than what our present civilization knows; and they knew infinitely more

of the microscopic of the interior of matter;

they had powers to order on the elements;

their disappearance from the Earth was by
gradual and natural elimination; when they

reigned, the surface of the Earth had another
form; the prehistoric animals were disappea-

ring; there was a third of them on Earth; the

civilization communicated with the galaxy;

it was the last times of the era called: The
Era of the Open Heavens; they had huge run-

ways; and they were used to drawing galactic
drawings on their runways; one of the most

common symbols was the Trident; in this
symbol they represented the galaxy Trino;
the galaxy of the pale yellow suns; these
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creatures knew about the Trinity as no one

has known it up to now; they knew that from
the suns Alpha and Omega for of the galaxy

Trino the little sparklet which is now the
Earth had been born; they knew that the sun
Alpha had impregnated the sun Omega; they
knew that what is up above is the same as

down below; they knew that in the worlds of
up above, they fulfilled laws similar to this

world; they had a Common Government;

they did not know the strange psychology
which is given by the possession of gold; the
strange licentiousness which is exerted over

the influenced ones by gold was unknown to
them; they did not possess the complex to

gold; they had already overcome such strange

complex in other existences, in other worlds;
the morality of these creatures was the same
morality taught by the divine Commandments,

which were given to the human gender; they
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had another Holy Scripture; for their evolu-

tion was another; they had the Holy Scripture
of the Yellow planet; for no planet is disinherited in its rights; for all of them came out
of a same Creator; every planet has got Holy

Scriptures; these creatures levitated and

went away from the planet, beyond the
clouds; they made medical operations, pene-

trating in the physical body in a mental way;
from within they gave orders and instruc-

tions to be followed in the operation: they

lived 300 years by average, and many times
they surpassed the 500 years; for they had

the science of rejuvenating the cells of aging;
they got to know the last pharaonic dynasties; and they were able to see the microsco-

pic Paradise of Adam and Eve; for they saw

the molecules of the mud from which they
sprouted; what they did not see was when

the pharaonic serpent tempted Eve; the
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temptation was done by telepathy; for in a

paradise all are telepathic; even the animals

and microbes are; but, many knew by their

prophetic powers, that a future drama would
take place in the microscopic paradise; these

creatures had a concept of the universe,

which is the same that is taught in the divine
Gospel of Father Jehovah; they knew that
everything microscopic turns into a planet;

they knew that it was enough to generate
ideas and one was creating microscopic pla-

nets; this concept of the universe was written
in the divine Gospel of the Father; the divine
parable says: One has to be very little and
humble in order to be great in the Kingdom

of Heavens; what is humble and very little is
the microbe or the idea which each one gene-

rates when they think; what is big is the
macrocosm; it is to become a colossal planet;
they knew about the living universe of God
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by science; they knew it in their correspon-

ding degree, in the infinite scale of the pla-

netary evolution; their science was mental
with an understanding or covenant with the

molecules of matter; their concepts of the
universe and the Creator was born from the

own molecule; they had the Verb; which
means that they were creators of life in the

microcosm; to give life is the divine Verb; for
every life known or unknown has got a truth;

the science of those who came from the
Yellow planet was inherited in part by other
civilizations; for the Earth has had as many
civilizations, since she was a microbe emer-

ging from the invisible to the visible, as the

number of molehills which the desert of the
planet contains; they knew about the exis-

tence of the microbes; they saw the spirits

that had been on Earth, in other epochs; they
saw them as the most natural thing in the
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world; for it was a normal law of the open

heavens; on the remote Yellow planet they
had already lived the law of the open heavens;

this civilization had the geometric psychology

among other sciences; they knew that the line
and the circle would constitute the basis of

the geometry of the future humanoids; that
is why they used such geometry in the pro-

phetic drawings; they knew that their carved
stones would attract the attention of the pre-

sent humanity; these stones were studied by
them in a science, in which the living mathe-

matics participated; the same mathematics
which are used in the suns Alpha and Omega
in order to create thinking spirits; they knew

all the evolutional historial of such stones;
since they started by being a molecule; this

power of understanding with the elements is

a law which is within the creative Verb; in the
corresponding degree within the own
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evolution; the verb in the suns Alpha and
Omega of the macrocosm has the power of

creating colossal planets in an instantaneous
way; the creative power of those who came

from the Yellow planet had an equivalence

of three trillions of solar line; which means
that they were wise and creators, in a micro-

cosm; this civilization left one third of
influence in the present races of Japan and

China; from this derives that such races are
accomplished masters in microscopic car-

ving; and the silent mental concentration, so

characteristic in these oriental races; this
civilization did not adore images; as it hap-

pens nowadays with the so-called religions;

when the creature gets to deepen into matter
and understands it, it stops adoring it as
such; they had gone through this primitive

form of recognizing a Creator in other exis-

tences and in other worlds; for every spirit
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in virtue of his free will, requests the Creator
to know forms of life that he does not know;

and by requesting them, he starts from the

most primitive, from the most elemental;
these creatures surpassed in scale; spiritual
scale, what is intuitive, manual and what is
mental; to surpass one’s own scale means to

take one step further in his own verb; there
is an abyss of difference between them and

the present man; in which we would be the
primitive ones; for we still have influence of

the primitive in us, from our first existences;
and the fruit of that is a divided world; a

strange fruit, is what these beings would call
it.-
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GEOMETRIC LINES IN THE SHAPE

OF A HOUSE; its meaning represents the

houses of the macrocosm called Kingdom
of Heavens; for if what is up above is the
same as down below, it means that there are
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houses up above, and houses down below;

in the divine Gospel of Father Jehovah it is

said: The House of Jehovah; they knew about
the scenes of up above; they knew that every

custom that emerged on the remote planets,

would repeat itself up above; this drawing

represents the solar television; this television
was taught in the divine Gospel of Father

Jehovah as: The Book of Life; it is a television
of colors created by the own elements of the

universe; the infinite stories of the planets
are narrated in them; it is a television that

has no end; this drawing in the form of a
House also represents the solar line Alpha;

and it means that every spiritual intimacy
comes out of the electrical torrent that each

one has in his own body of flesh; to these
creatures the House symbolized the intimacy
in the everything above everything; this is in
what is physical and in what is spiritual; the
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House has a triangular dome, which means

that every home has got a trinity; that there
are universes, galaxies, cosmos, planets that

are living philosophies in the living; the

low part of the House has got a rectangular
geometry; this means a home numeral pro-

phesy; for it is written in the divine Gospel
of Father Jehovah that there will be a new

world; everything will turn anew; including
new houses; the rectangle also means a cove-

nant in receptacle; the receptacles are the

places where the reincarnations are made, in
the suns Alpha and Omega; it is also called

the Ark of Covenants; for being the universe

living, the molecules and virtues are blended
into a totality; the triangular dome has got

vertical parallel lines; they mean that every

spirit who requested the Creator to know a
form of life, they requested space, time and

destiny; the separation of the lines means
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that each one is responsible for their acts,
and according to how these acts are, is the

time, space and destiny that every spirit
who leaves the trials of life of the planets,

will know; the window of the house also

rectangular, represents a small dimension,
within the big one; and it means that every

space is born being small; it gets expanded

and becomes big, constituting itself into a
Kingdom of Heavens; the window also means
that everything that is seen through the own
vision, this also has microscopic dimensions;
the door that is seen in the drawing shows

that there are entrances up above as the ones
that are down below; these doors have got no
limits; and they are eternally surrounded by

crowds; of beings coming from uncountable
planets; who by not fulfilling the psycho-

logy and the morality of their respective
Planetary Holy Scriptures, remained out of
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the Kingdom of Heavens.WAVY CIRCULAR LINES: They represent

the mental waves which we call ideas; the
wavy part in the circle was for them the free

will of the ideas; in the drawing they tried to

show us that what is up above is the same as
down below; for the universe gets expanded

geometrically; what is colossal is a replica
of what is microscopic; the number of wavy

circles shows that every parallelism has got

the same point of departure and the same
destiny; the cause of causes are in these cir-

cles; the origin of everything created is in
them; these circles and the triangular sha-

pes correspond to the divine parable of the

Gospel of Father Jehovah: I am the Alpha
and the Omega, said His First-born Solar Son
Christ; which means that Alpha is an angle

and Omega is a circle; it is the place of origin
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of the Earth; what the Son of God expres-

sed in words, these creatures expressed it
in drawings; Alpha impregnated Omega;

for if up above is the same as down below,

it means that one impregnates up above as
well as down below; the term: Up and down

covers everything imaginable; this drawing

also contains the divine parable that says:
Each one makes his own heaven; for every

human work is composed by ideas; every
idea is born in a lineal form Alpha, it goes
through the body in an instantaneous way,

and it abandons it in the form of a wave or
Omega circle; the straight line was a mate-

rialized mandate for them; the circle was an

eternal return to the place of origin; Alpha

represented by pyramids is the masculine sex
of all creation; Omega represents everything

feminine of the entire nature; in the drawing
the pyramids are united to Omega; it means
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that both requested to live the same form
of life; the Omega circles also show that the
entire Thinking Expansive Universe is uni-

ted by solar cords; the microbe and what is

colossal are so; what is visible and invisible
have solar cords; and it shows that the Earth

trembled when the Son of God expired on the
cross, for from his pores of flesh, microscopic
solar cords came out; whose extremes were

united to each molecule of the planet Earth;

the magnetic fluid of a solar cord is infinitely

sufficient to propagate its magnetic influence
to all the other molecules of matter.-

PYRAMIDS: They represent the Solar Trinity

in the divine Father Jehovah; these four pyramids are prophesies for the strange life sys-

tem, which came out of the strange laws of

gold; the four pyramids represent the twelve

apostles; for 4x3 are twelve; it also means
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that the zodiac is composed of one sole
Trinity for the 12 zones; the pyramid represented the destiny in the eternity to them;

the basis of the pyramid represents the dust

of the planets; the struggle to overcome what
was requested in the Kingdom of Heavens;
the basis represents the attachment to what

is mundane; it represents the strange
influence which a temporary life exerts over

the creature; the sloping sides of the pyramid

mean the mental mistakes and errors of those
who requested to know a form of life in the

cosmos; this geometry was a symbol that

pointed to the place of origin; that is why the
sloping sides of the pyramid coincide in the

same point; what is prophetic of the four
pyramids is in that being one of the three of

them the addition of all of them, it equals

three; for in 12, one plus two is three; it
means a life system next to its end; it means
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a third Doctrine of Father Jehovah, over the
Earth; just as in the past, the divine Father

let the Mosaic Law get extended over the old
world, and centuries after the Christian

Doctrine, now He lets the Doctrine of the
Lamb of God get extended; this third Doctrine
shall be called the Celestial Science; others

shall call it the Telepathic Scripture; the four
pyramids show that the Revelation awaited
by the world of faith, shall not come out of

men; for man did not create the planet; the

new Doctrine is dictated by the divine free
will of Father Jehovah; for the infinite con-

tent of this Doctrine is not man’s science;
this Doctrine shall not have an end; and by

not having an end is that it covers all the

planet’s surface; the geometric psychology
of the four pyramids shows that the greatest
revolution that shall be remembered on this

planet, does not come out of men; it comes
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out of the divine Gospel of the Father; this

Revolution is so immense that it causes the

fall of the strange and unknown life system,
which came out of the strange laws of gold;

it is said strange to everything that is not
written in the Kingdom of Heavens; the life

system which came out of gold was not
requested to the Father by anybody; not even

the so-called rich requested it; for no one
requests the Creator to live the strange
inequality on remote planets; there is the
natural tendency in the spirits of imitating

in the remote worlds, everything that their

eyes saw in their place of origin; the most

little of the pyramids, shows that humility
triumphs on this planet; for every little one

is great in power in the Kingdom of Heavens;
and being great up above, he or she is also

great down below; for what is up above is the
same as down below; the small pyramid
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shows that every small nation that emerged

in the strange life system, which came out of

the laws of gold, shall get united into one
sole power; and it shall be the greatest and

most powerful power that one can remember

on Earth; neither before nor afterwards shall
something alike be seen; man is starting to

call this power the Third World; the beings
of the Yellow planet used to call it the World

of the Trinity; for being them prophetic, they
saw the future events materialized; they call

it the World of Trinity, for the Third World
shall be led by the First-born Solar Son

Christ; his return was written in the divine

Gospel of Father Jehovah: And he shall come
back shining like a sun of wisdom; a bright-

ness similar to the sun shall come out of the

face of the Son of God; the small pyramid
shows that it came out of the great ones; for

every great one was small, too; this means
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that the First-born Son shall be directed tele-

pathically by his divine Father; just as he was
in the past; being the small pyramid similar

in geometry to the great ones, means that

Father Jehovah is within the Son; it is the
spiritual communism between Father and

Son; for being everyone equal in rights before
God, is that the Father and Son give the
divine example of common law, in their res-

pective solar laws; the divine equality taught
by the Father, was given up above as well as

down below; the strange life system, which

came out of the strange laws of gold, did not

imitate the divine equality of the Father’s

Gospel; and he who does not imitate the
Father, does not enter the Kingdom of
Heavens; for the living imitation complains

to the Father; all the virtues of the human

thinking requested the divine equality when

the spirit got united to them, in order to
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know a form of life on the remote planets;

every imitation to what is of the Father is
infinitely awarded by the Father; as imperfect
as the imitation could be; if the men on this

planet had imitated the Father when they
created a life system, this humanity would

not have had a Final Judgment; for their
morality in every act of life would have had

the seal of morality of God; the strange life

system which came out of the law of gold,
distorted the true morality; for it created a
strange morality influenced by a strange illu-

sion on what is temporary; the pyramids of

the engraving are spaced, this is they are
separated; if they were superposed one over
the other, that would mean unity, harmony,

cohesion of the everything above everything;
it would mean a Planetary Universal
Government; but since some are separated

from the others means that all the ideas
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generated by humanity are divided; which

makes them unequal; and it means that every
belief of faith, which came out of the human

free will, divided its own fruit; and nothing

that is divided enters the Kingdom of
Heavens; so it is that the so-called religions

divided their award, by the same number of

religions that there were in the world; this
parable that was turned into a drawing was

written in the divine Gospel of Father
Jehovah: Only satan divides and he divides

himself; it was a divine warning to the so-

called religious; the divine Gospel of the
Father divides no one; it is men who divide
themselves when they try to interpret what
is of God; for they do not fulfill to the foot

of the letter what is said in His divine man-

dates; the four pyramids show that everything
that came out of the human work shall be
judged; and that everything includes every
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form of faith, which each creature gave them-

selves; for it came out of their free wills;
being the pyramids separated means indivi-

dual judgment; it means that every mind
shall be read by the First-born Son; he who
flees from his mental reading, perishes; for

he does not receive the resurrection of his
own flesh; he or she does not become a
twelve-year-old child again; the fact that the

pyramids are not of the same size means that
those who had more in the strange life sys-

tem, which came out of the laws of gold, shall
remain in the most atrocious poverty; and
those who had a little or nothing shall have

an abundance that they never knew; in this
geometric prophesy the tail of the beast was
drawn; the beast is the hardness and the sel-

fishness of those who governed by being

deluded towards gold; the fall of the beast
has already started; it is starting to
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experience poverty; the beast shall remain
isolated from the Third World; the beast is

agonizing; the strange world of the beast
does not reach the year 2000; for the Son of
God is on Earth already; the small pyramid

indicates it; every son is minor than the
Father; it also shows that the third Doctrine
is already sprouting; for being the universe

living, everything sprouts from the most

microscopic to the greater; from the invisible

to the visible; the separation of the pyramids
indicates humanity’s affliction and weeping

and gnashing of teeth; this weeping and
gnashing of teeth is also written in the divine
Gospel of Father Jehovah; this weeping and

gnashing of teeth shall be led by the so-called
christian world; for the so-called religions
are not written in the divine Gospel of Father
Jehovah; the thinking creature should have
known how to distinguish what came out of
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God, and what came out of men, in the trials
of life; one thing is the divine psychology of

the Father, and another thing is the human

psychology; for the Father has free will to

express Himself up above, and men have free
will to express themselves down below; what

is up above is the same as down below; when
men wanted to interpret what is of God, they

created a form of faith called religion; it could
have been another; but, in virtue of the free
will, they chose a psychology of interpreta-

tion of what is of God, that divided everyone;

the separation of the pyramids teaches an
emotional impact on those who were influen-

ced by such strange form of faith; for the
so-called religions are unknown in the

Kingdom of Heavens; in the Father’s
Kingdom there is neither inequality nor divi-

sion; nor anything that can divide the Father’s

children on the remote planets; all the
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so-called religions which emerged from the
strange life system, which came out of the

laws of gold, shall be accused in the Final

Judgment of dividing the world of faith in
many beliefs, being there just one God only;

the so-called religious imitated satan; for
satan divided the Father’s angels up above;

and the religious divided His children down

below; no one who was divided shall enter

the Kingdom of Heavens again; nor has
anyone entered; in the weeping and gnashing

of teeth, the entire humanity shall accuse the
strange religious rock of not having let them

enter the Kingdom of Heavens again; likewise

the beast; for if the religious divided the
world spiritually, the so-called capitalists
who emerged from the strange life system,
which came out of the strange laws of gold,

divided the Father’s children, in what is

material; for they made some rich and others
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poor; neither rich nor poor are known in the
Kingdom of Heavens; the weeping and gnas-

hing of teeth starts from those who exalted
themselves more, in the strange and unk-

nown life system, which came out of gold;

the first ones are the religious prostitute and
the beast; for they made alliances in the trials

of life; for both of them casted the first stone,
concerning personal initiatives; all those who

cast the first stone in something are told that
they casted the first stone; for they did it in
a world of living trials.-
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